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QUANTITATIVE lp IMPROVING FOR DISCRETE SPHERICAL
AVERAGES ALONG THE PRIMES
THERESA C. ANDERSON
Abstract. We show quantitative (in terms of the radius) lp-improving estimates for the
discrete spherical averages along the primes. These averaging operators were defined in
[1] and are discrete, prime variants of Stein’s spherical averages. The proof uses a precise
decomposition of the Fourier multiplier.
1. Introduction
The search for LppRnq-improving capabilities of operators in harmonic analysis is a classic
line of investigation. It is interesting in many cases to see how much the operator “improves”
the the Lp norm (by achieving a higher value of p). With discrete operators, that is operators
defined over the integer lattice, lppZnq spaces behave differently; due to the nesting properties,
“improving” seems to become a trivial consequence of lp-inequalities. However this is not
completely the case, as nontrivial quantitative improving estimates can shed light on the
behavior of these operators.
In this paper, we consider the discrete spherical averaging operator along the primes,
first developed (to the best of our knowledge) in [1]. This is a discrete, prime variant of
Stein’s spherical averaging operator, and number theoretic properties therefore come into
play in its analysis. For more information and history, see [1]. Inspired by recent interest
in lp-improving for the integer version of this operator in [4], [7], [5], we prove quantitative
lppZnq improving estimates for the discrete spherical averages along the primes in terms of
the radius λ. These take the form of lppZnq Ñ lp
1
pZnq bounds for any 1 ď p ď 2, and the
decay rate improves as p approaches 1.
To state our main theorems, we require a few definitions.
Discrete spherical averages were introduced by Magyar in [9]:
Sλfpxq :“
1
#ty P Zn : |y|2 “ λu
ÿ
|y|2“λ
fpx´ yq
where |y|2 “ y2
1
` . . . y2n.
These played a role in Magyar-Stein-Wainger’s proof of sharp lppZnq bounds for the cor-
responding maximal function [10]
S˚fpxq :“ sup
λPN
|Sλfpxq|.
Note that we have chosen to define these averages along spheres of radius λ1{2.
Recently both Hughes [4] and Kesler-Lacey [7] have used Magyar and Magyar-Stein-
Wainger’s techniques to find lp-improving estimates for these spherical averages, with decay
in terms of λ, showing that for dimensions 5 and greater, and n
n´2
ď p ď 2, there exists
1
constants independent of λ, such that for all λ P N,
}Sλf}lp1pZnq À λ
´ηp}f}lppZnq
where ηp “
n
2
p2
p
´ 1q. (At first glance Hughes’s and Kesler-Lacey’s decay rate might look
different, but we remind the reader that Kesler-Lacey define their averages along spheres of
radius λ, not λ1{2, so these decay rates are the same.) This decay rate is also optimal in this
range of p. Moreover, Kesler and Lacey prove additional interesting results for other values
of p, as well as sparse bounds. Please see both of these papers, as well as the related works
[5], [6], [8], for more discussion of these bounds, as well as other related results.
The discrete averaging operators we consider are averages over the prime vectors (or ’prime
points’) on the algebraic surface
fpxq :“ |x|k :“ xk
1
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xkn “ λ, (1.1)
The Waring-Goldbach problem in analytic number theory involves the study of these points.
Classic work of Hua [3] established an asymptotic for the number of these points; as long as
we restrict to a specific arithmetic progression Γn,k (see [1] for more discussion),
P pλq „ Sn,kpλqλ
n{k´1, (1.2)
where Sn,k is a singular series that for our purposes can be regarded as a constant, and P pλq
denote the number of prime solutions of (1.1),
P pλq “
ÿ
fppq“λ
logp,
counted with logarithmic weights where logx “ plog x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ plog xnq and p is a vector with
all coordinates prime. It is natural to count these prime lattice points with density due to
the prime number theorem. The authors in [1] study an ergodic version of this problem by
asking quantitative distributional questions about these points, and answer these by proving
lppZnq bounds for the discrete spherical maximal function along the primes. We consider
these discrete spherical averages
Aλfplq :“ σλ ‹ fplq “
1
P pλq
ÿ
|p|k“λ
plogpqfpp´ lq. (1.3)
where σλ is a probability measure defined by
σλpxq :“
1
P pλq
1tpPPn:|p|k“λupxq logx,
and λ P Γn,k, an infinite arithmetic progression of radii where the Hua asymptotic holds
(mentioned above). Let 1 ď p ď 2 and define n0pkq “ 2
k ` 1 when k “ 2, 3 or 4, and
n0pkq “ k
2 ` 3´ max
1ďjďk´1
R
kj ´minp2j, j2 ` jq
k ´ j ` 1
V
when k ě 5. Let λ P Γn,k. Specifically, we prove the following quantitative l
ppZnq-improving
decay rate:
Theorem 1. Let n ě n0pkq and the spherical averages Aλ be defined as above. Then we
have the following quantitative lppZnq improving inequality, with decay in λ:
}Aλf}lp1pZnq À λ
δn,kp
2
p
´1qplog λ1{kqCp}f}lppZnq
2
where δn,k ă 0 and Cp are defined and discussed in the proof. This gives a power decay for
1 ď p ă 2.
Perhaps the most interesting fact is not the statement itself, but the fact that the averages
for the main term of the decomposition, Mλ (see below), satisfy an even better quantitative
improving bound for k ě 3.
Theorem 2. Let n be as in Theorem 1. Then the averaging operator Mλ (see section 2)
satisfies the following improving estimate:
}Mλf}lp1pZnq À λ
2´n
k
p 2
p
´1qplog λ1{kqCp}f}lppZnq
where Cp “ CpBqp
2
p
´ 1q is defined in Theorem 3.
The approach to this result is similar to [4] and [7] and uses the main decomposition
of the Fourier transform of the arithmetic surface measure, which is the multiplier for the
averaging operator, developed in [1] (which we recall in the next section). First decay rates
for pieces of the operator Aλ are recalled or shown, and then these are interpolated to get
our main theorem. The main work lies in proving a certain decay rate for the main term Mλ
of the operator, which requires a careful analysis of its corresponding multiplier, leading to
Theorem 2.
We use a boldface script to denote multidimensional vectors in dimension n, where the
underlying space they belong to (Rn, Zn, or Tn) will be clear from the context. Moreover
the notation A À B will be used to mean A ď CB where C is a constant that may depend
on p, n, or k, but never on λ. The notation used in this paper will be introduced as needed.
The next and final section of this paper both outlines all statements and the proofs as well
as provides a brief discussion.
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2. Proofs and discussion
We begin by recalling one of the main results in [1] as we will use part of this decomposition.
For more detials, see [1].
For an integer q ě 1, we write Zq “ Z{qZ and Uq “ Z
˚
q , the group of units. If q “
pq1, . . . , qnq P Z
n, with q ě 1 (where we mean that qi ě 1 for all i), write Uq “ Uq1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆUqn;
also we set a{q “ pa1{q1, . . . , an{qnq and aq “ pa1q1, . . . , anqnq if a “ pa1, . . . , anq is another
vector. For λ P Z and a,q P Zn, with q ě 1, define
gpa, q; b, rq “
1
ϕprq, rsq
ÿ
xPUrq,rs
e
ˆ
axk
q
`
bx
r
˙
,
Spλ; a,qq “
8ÿ
q“1
ÿ
aPUq
ep´λa{qq
nź
i“1
gpa, q; ai, qiq,
where ϕ is Euler’s totient function and rq, rs “ lcmrq, rs. Choose a smooth bump function
ψ such that
1Qpxq ď ψpxq ď 1Qpx{2q,
where 1Q is the indicator function of the cube Q “ r´1, 1s
n. Finally, write ψtpxq “ ψptxq.
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Theorem 3 (From [1]). Let k ě 2 and n be large enough. Also, let λ P Γn,k be large, and
suppose that λ1{k ď N À λ1{k. For any fixed B ą 0, there exists a C “ CpBq ą 0 such that
one has the decomposition
xωλpξq “ λn{k´1
P pλq
ÿ
1ďqďQ
ÿ
aPUq
Spλ; a,qqψN{Qpqξ ´ aqĄdσλpξ ´ a{qq ` xEλpξq,
where Q “ plogNqC and Ądσλ is the Fourier transform of the continuous k-spherical surface
measure.
We recall here that this Theorem was stated for slightly different values of n. However,
that statement included an l2pZnq bound for a certain dyadic operator that we do not need
here. Therefore, Theorem 3 as stated here, and as used later on, actually holds for the larger
range n ě n0pkq. For more information and the definition ofĄdσλ, see [1].
Call xMλpξq “ xωλpξq´xEλpξq. Theorem 1 is proved by interpolating the following estimates:
}Aλf}l8pZnq À λ
1´n
k }f}l1pZnq (2.1)
}Mλf}l8pZnq À λ
2´n
k plogNqC}f}l1pZnq (2.2)
}Aλf}l2pZnq À }f}l2pZnq (2.3)
}Eλf}l2pZnq À plogNq
´B}f}l2pZnq (2.4)
Given these estimates, we prove Theorem 1:
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 1 ď p ď 2. First, (2.1) gives
}Eλf}l8pZnq À λ
1´n
k }f}l1pZnq
and interpolating this with (2.4) we get
}Eλf}lp1pZnq À λ
p1´n
k
qp 2
p
´1qplogNq´Bp2´
2
p
q}f}lppZnq.
For the main term, interpolating (2.2) and (2.3) gives
}Mλf}lp1pZnq À λ
p 2´n
k
qp 2
p
´1qplogNqCp
2
p
´1q}f}lppZnq.
Putting these together, we get
}Aλf}lp1pZnq À maxtλ
p1´n
k
qp 2
p
´1qplogNq´Bp2´
2
p
q
, λ
p 2´n
k
qp 2
p
´1qplogNqCp
2
p
´1qu}f}lppZnq
“ λpδn,kqp
2
p
´1qplogNqCp}f}lppZnq
which gives Theorem 1. For k “ 2, we can do better by simply interpolating (2.1) and
(2.3), which gives the trivial interpolation bound of
}Aλf}lp1pZnq À λ
p1´n
k
qp 2
p
´1q}f}lppZnq

Proof of Theorem 2. Note that the second term in the maximum that appears in the last
inequality of the previous proof comes from the main term operator Mλ. Therefore, once
estimates (2.2) is proved, we get Theorem 2. 
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Remark 1. The decay rate of λ improves as p approaches 1. At p “ 2, we get no improvement.
This makes sense since we expect better decay at lower values of p since improving is “trivial”
in this discrete setting.
Remark 2. Note that these estimates hold for n ě 5 if k “ 2. This is in contrast to some of
the results in [1] which only hold for n ě 7. This might provide further evidence that the
spherical maximal function along the primes might be bounded for all n ě 5, as mentioned
in [1].
Remark 3. For k ě 3, we have that 2´n
k
ă 1 ´ n
k
. This is due to the fact that the decay
from the main term is greater for p ă 2, as is expected. Any improvements to the estimate
(2.4) would automatically improve Theorem 1. For the case k “ 2, this decomposition from
Theorem 3 gives no improvement to the interpolation between the easy estimates (2.1) and
(2.3), because in this case the error term actually has better decay.
Remark 4. The decay in Theorem 2 is likely not optimal. To discuss optimality, we will likely
have to restrict to a smaller range of p, such as in [7]. Any improvements to estimate (2.2)
would directly improve this decay rate. It seems a plausible conjecture that once we restrict
to a certain range of p, the optimal decay rate is }Mλf}lp1pZnq À λ
´n
k
p 2
p
´1qplog λ1{kqCp}f}lppZnq.
However, the corresponding conjecture in the integer case is not fully known in terms of the
range of p. Any improvements to estimate (2.2) would directly improve this decay rate in
our case, but it is likely that improvements to Theorem 2 will come from other techniques.
We now prove (2.1) through (2.4). We use the trivial estimate to get (2.1): due to the
Hua asymptotic for P pλq, we have
|Aλfplq| ď
1
λ
n
k
´1
ÿ
|p|k“λ
plogpqfpp´ lq,
which can be bounded trivially in l8pZnq norm by λ1´
n
k }f}l1pZnq. Also, (2.3) is also easily
seen to be true since σλ is defined to be a probability measure.
We now describe how to get (2.4). Note that from [1] we have that›››xEλ›››
L8pTnq
À plog λq´B. (2.5)
and moreover, that this actually holds for a larger range, including all n ě 5 when k “ 2
than many of the results in [1] hold for. A description as to why this is so is found in [1].
With this in mind, using Plancherel’s theorem and properties of the Fourier transform, we
have
}Eλf}l2pZnq “ }yEλf}l2pZnq “ }xEλ pf}l2pZnq ď }xEλ}L8pTnq}f}l2pZnq À plog λq´B}f}l2pZnq
which gives (2.4) as claimed.
The remainder of the paper is devoted to proving (2.2). We follow the method outlined
in [4] with the technology and notation from [1]; we prove a favorable L8 estimate for the
kernel of the main term operator, which is the inverse Fourier transform of xMλ. This is
because
}Mλf}l8pZnq “ }Kλ ‹ f}l8pZnq À }Kλ}l8pZnq}f}l1pZnq
by Young’s inequality (where Kλ is the kernel of the convolution operator), so if we can show
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}Kλ}l8pZnq À λ
2´n
k plogNqC (2.6)
then we will get (2.2).
Recall that we can maneuver the sums in the variable a and q as well as the multidimen-
sional sums in a and q, and note that even though the sum in q in [1] extends to 8, this was
chosen purely for convenience, and that this sum needs only to be taken to N . With this in
mind, denote
Gλpa,qq “
nź
i“1
gpa, q; ai, qiq
and
ψN{Q,qpξ ´ a{qq “ ψN{Qpqξ ´ aq
so that
Kλ :“ xMλpξq “ Nÿ
q“1
ÿ
aPUq
K
a,q
λ pξq,
where
K
a,q
λ pξq :“ e p´λa{qq
ÿ
qďQ
ÿ
aPUq
Gλpa,qqψN{Q,qpξ ´ aqqĄdσλpξ ´ a{qq.
We will first prove the following estimate:
K
a,q
λ pxq “ ep´λ ¨ a{qq
nź
i“1
epaxki {qq ¨ qiČΨN{Q,q ‹ dσλpxq. (2.7)
To show (2.7), we start by applying Fourier inversion
K
a,q
λ pxq “ ep´λ ¨ a{qq
ż
Tn
ep´x ¨ ξq
ÿ
1ďqďQ
ÿ
aPUq
Gλpa,qqψN{Q,qpξ ´ a{qqĄdσλpξ ´ a{qq
and noting that for each fixed ξ, the supports of the ψN{Qpqξ ´ aq are disjoint in q (for
q ď Q), we get
K
a,q
λ pxq “ ep´λ ¨ a{qq
ż
Tn
ep´x ¨ ξq
ÿ
aPUq
Gλpa,qqψN{Q,qpξ ´ a{qqĄdσλpξ ´ a{qq
and writing out the Guass sum along with multiplying and dividing by epa1xi
qi
q, the integral
becomesż
Tn
ep´x¨ξq
ÿ
aPUq
nź
i“1
1
ϕprq, qisq
ÿ
xPUrq,qis
e
ˆ
abk
q
`
aib
qi
˙
ep
a1xi
qi
qep´
a1xi
qi
qψNQ,qpξ´a{qqĄdσλpξ´a{qq.
Since we are integrating over ξ, due to the cutoff function ψ we can extend the integration
to Rn. We therefore get
K
a,q
λ pxq “ ep´λ ¨ a{qqGxpa, q,qq
ż
Rn
ep´xpξ ´ a{qqqψN{Q,qpξ ´ a{qqĄdσλpξ ´ a{qq
where
Gxpa, q,qq “
ÿ
aPUq
nź
i“1
1
ϕprq, qisq
ÿ
xPUrq,qis
e
ˆ
abk
q
`
aib
qi
˙
ep´
a1xi
qi
q
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since we have
ep´x ¨ ξq
nź
i“1
epaixi{qiq “ ep´
nÿ
i“1
xipξi ´
ai
qi
qq “ ep´xpξ ´ a{qqq.
Putting this all together, we get
K
a,q
λ pxq “ ep´λ ¨ a{qqGxpa, q,qqFpψN{Q,qpξ ´ a{qq
Ądσλpξ ´ a{qqq
where F indicates the Fourier transform. Using properties of the Fourier transform, we can
rewrite
FpψN{Q,qpξ ´ a{qqĄdσλpξ ´ a{qqq “ ČψN{Q,q ‹ dσλpxq.
Now we analyze Gx. Let gpyq “ epay
k{qq. Note that
1
qi
ÿ
aiPUqi
1
ϕprq, qisq
ÿ
xPUrq,qis
e
ˆ
abk
q
`
aib
qi
˙
ep´
a1xi
qi
q
“
1
qi
ÿ
aiPUqi
pgpai{qiqep´aixi{qiq “ epaxki {qq
since this is the inverse Fourier transform of the Fourier transform by a straightforward
calculation. We can easily use this step to rewrite Gx due to the fact thatÿ
aPUq
nź
i“1
1
ϕprq, qisq
ÿ
xPUrq,qis
e
ˆ
abk
q
`
aib
qi
˙
e
ˆ
´a1xi
qi
˙
“
nź
i“1
ÿ
aiPUq1
1
ϕprq, qisq
ÿ
xPUrq,qis
e
ˆ
abk
q
`
aib
qi
˙
e
ˆ
´a1xi
qi
˙
.
(To see this note that if ai P Uqi then there exists a ni such that niai “ 1, so lcmipniqai “ 1,
so a P Uq. Conversely, a P Uq implies ai P Uqi for all i.)
Altogether, we have
K
a,q
λ pxq “ ep´λa{qq
nź
i“1
qiepax
2
i {qq
ČψNQ,q ‹ dσλpxq
which gives (2.7).
Now we show (2.6). Using (2.7), and trivially summing over a P Uq, we have
|
ÿ
aPUq
K
a,q
λ pxq| ď q|K
a,q
λ pxq| ď q
nź
i“1
qiČψNQ,q ‹ dσλpxq (2.8)
Now using a variant of the well-known decay of the spherical measure (where we have the
diagonal transformation q), we have that
ČψN{Q,q ‹ dσλpxq À QN´n
qp1` |x|
Nq
qM
where M ą 0 is any natural number and the implicit constant depends on M (see, for
example, equation (5.5.12) in [2] - this also holds for degree k spheres).
Therefore (2.8) is bounded by
qQN´n “ qQλ´n{k
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and we have
|
Nÿ
q“1
ÿ
aPUq
K
a,q
λ pxq| À N
2Qλ´n{k “ λ
2´n
k Q “ λ
2´n
k plogNqC
which is (2.6).
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